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The cat is gone.





The cat knocks on the window. The window doesn’t break.



A gnome appears.



The cat appears. The cat is with the gnome.



The cat and the gnome go away.



The cat throws the gnome against the window.
The gnome breaks. 



The gnome has no head.
The window isn’t broken.



The cat rubs against the window.
The window doesn’t break.



The cat jumps into the air. 
The cat lands on the doorknob.



The cat falls down.



The doorknob moves a little. 



The cat looks at the door handle.



A pot of flowers appears.

pot
flowers



The cat lifts up the pot of flowers.



The cat loses its balance.



The cat throws the pot of flowers at the window.
The impact doesn’t break the window.



The pot of flowers breaks!
There is a bump in the cats head.
The cat is frustrated.



The man appears. The man goes up to the door.
The man is wearing a bathrobe.
He’s also wearing slippers.

slippers

bathrobe



The man looks at the window of the door.
The man looks elsewhere. It’s probably because he sees 
The pot of flowers.



The man looks through the window. He sees the pot of 
flowers.



The man looks through the keyhole.



The cat pushes against the window.
The man is upset.



The man looks at the cat.
The man smiles.
The cat pushes against the window with one paw.



The cat grabs the handle. He can’t open the door.
The man smiles.
The man reaches for the door handle.



The man grabs the door handle.
The man opens the door.
The cat just looks at the handle. «Incredible!»



The cat doesn’t come in.
The cat doesn’t enter. The cat looks at the man.
The man isn’t smiling.



The man gestures to the cat, «Come in, come in!». The cat 
looks at the man. He doesn’t go inside.



The cat doesn’t come in. He doesn’t enter the house.
The man is frustrated. «Incredible!», thinks the man.
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The cat goes in the house. The cat smiles.
The cat is happy. The man looks at the cat.



The cat walks up to the man. The cat looks at the man.
The man looks at the cat.



The cat purrs. The cat is happy.
The man looks at the cat. The man smiles. The man is 
happy.



The cat and the man smile. They are both happy.



Both of them look at the door.
The man shuts the door.



When the man closes the door, the window breaks.
The man is angry.
The cat is surprised.



The man is alarmed. “What’s this!”
The man is looking at the broken window.



The man looks at the door.
The cat looks at the broken window.



The man looks at the broken window.
The man isn’t happy.
The cat closes its eyes.



The man looks at the cat. The man wants an explication.
The cat looks guilty.



The man looks at the cat.
The cat walks away.



Poor guy!


